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Abstract. — The main purpose of this paper is to study mutually permutable products G ¼ AB
in which the subgroups of prime order p and cyclic of order 4 (if p ¼ 2) of the largest normal sub-
group of G contained in ABB are well situated in G. Our results confirm once again the important
role of the intersection of the factors in the structural study of mutually permutable products.
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1. Introduction and statement of results
All groups considered in this paper are finite.
We recall that two subgroups A and B of a group G are said to permute if AB
is a subgroup of G. A and B are called mutually permutable if every subgroup of
A permutes with B and every subgroup of B permutes with A. If every subgroup
of A permutes with every subgroup of B we say that A and B are totally permut-
able. Obviously totally permutable subgroups are mutually permutable but the
converse does not hold in general. However, if A and B are mutually permutable
and ABB ¼ 1, then they are totally permutable.
Products of mutually and totally permutable subgroups have been widely
studied in the last twenty five years and receive a full discussion in [1]. The em-
phasis was on how the structure of the factors A and B a¤ects the structure of the
factorised group G ¼ AB and vice versa. One of the outcomes of these investiga-
tions is that the intersection ABB determines how ‘far away’ the product of two
totally (respectively mutually) permutable subgroups is from a central (respec-
tively totally permutable) product. In this context, it is natural and interesting
to ask how, for a mutually permutable product, the embedding of some distin-
guished families of subgroups of the intersection of the factors influences the
structure of the product. Our main goal here is to prove local structural results
on mutually permutable products in which the subgroups of order p (p a prime)
and cyclic subgroups of order 4 (if p ¼ 2) of the largest normal subgroup con-
tained in the intersection of the factors are well situated in the group. Our starting
point is the classical one: a mutually permutable product of two p-supersoluble
groups is not p-supersoluble in general ([1, Example 4.1.32]).
We present now our relevant definition. A subgroup H of a group G is said to
be weakly s-supplemented in G if there exist subgroups S and T of G such that the
following conditions hold.
1. G ¼ HT .
2. HBT  S  H.
3. SQ ¼ QS for every Sylow subgroup Q of G.
We mention that a subgroup S satisfying (3) is said to be S-permutable in G. Ac-
cording to [1, Theorem 1.2.2], the subgroup generated by two S-permutable sub-
groups of G is S-permutable so that every subgroup H of G contains a unique
largest S-permutable subgroup HsG. Hence (2) and (3) are often combined in a
single condition: that HBT is contained in HsG.
Weakly s-supplementation is a subgroup embedding property introduced by
Skiba in [8] as a common extension of S-permutability and complementation. It
turns out to be very useful in establishing results about the group structure.
In the sequel, p will be a fixed prime.
A group G is said to be p-supersoluble if all chief factors of G whose order
is divisible by p have order p. G is said to be p-nilpotent if G has a normal Hall
p 0-subgroup, or equivalently, every chief factor whose order is divisible by p is
central in G.
Note if p is the smallest prime dividing the order of a group G, then G is
p-supersoluble if and only if G is p-nilpotent. Moreover, a group G is supersolu-
ble if and only if G is p-supersoluble for all primes p.
Our main first result concerns mutually permutable products G ¼ AB in which
the cyclic subgroups of order p and 4 (if p ¼ 2) of CoreGðABBÞ, the largest nor-
mal subgroup of G contained in ABB, are weakly s-supplemented in G.
Before we state our theorem, we recall that if F is a formation, the F-residual
GF of a group G is the smallest normal subgroup of G with quotient in F. In
particular, we have that GF is a p 0-group if and only if G=Op 0 ðGÞ is an F-group.
Theorem 1. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class of all
p-supersoluble groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product
of the F-subgroups A and B such that CoreGðABBÞ is p-soluble. Suppose that
every cyclic subgroup of CoreGðABBÞ of order p and order 4 (if p ¼ 2) are weakly
s-supplemented in G. Then GF is a p 0-group.
The following statement is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of
the p-supersoluble subgroups A and B. Suppose that every cyclic subgroup of
CoreGðABBÞ of order p and order 4 (if p ¼ 2) are weakly s-supplemented in G.
Then G is p-supersoluble.
If A and B are p-soluble and G is the mutually permutable product of A and
B, then G is p-soluble ([1, Theorem 4.1.15]). However, if A and B are of p-length
k, then G has not p-length k in general unless the product is totally permutable
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([1, Theorem 4.2.10]). In a recent paper [3], Cossey and the second author proved
that a group G ¼ AB which is a mutually permutable product of two p-soluble
subgroups A and B of p-length at most k is a p-soluble group of p-length at
mosk k þ 1. Since the class of all p-soluble groups of p-length at most k is a
saturated formation containing all p-supersoluble groups which is extensible by
p 0-groups, we have:
Corollary 2. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of
two p-soluble subgroups A and B of p-length at most k. If every cyclic subgroup
of order p and order 4 (if p ¼ 2) of CoreGðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented in
G, then G is p-soluble of p-length at most k.
By Corollary 1, the class of all supersoluble groups is closed under taking mu-
tually permutable products G in which the cyclic subgroups of prime order and
order 4 of the largest normal subgroup of G contained in the intersection of the
factors are weakly s-supplemented. Our second main result shows that this result
can also be obtained owing to a general completeness property of all saturated
formations containing all supersoluble groups.
Theorem 2. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class of all super-
soluble groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of the
F-subgroups A and B. Suppose that every cyclic subgroup of prime order and order
4 of CoreGðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented in G. Then G is an F-group.
It is worth noting that Theorem 1 does not hold if we only assume that the
subgroups of order p and order 4 of CoreGðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented
in A and B. In [1, Example 4.1.32], a non-5-supersoluble group G with elemen-
tary abelian Sylow 5-subgroups which is a mutually permutable product of two
5-supersoluble subgroups A and B is presented. However, by [7, Lemma 4.5],
every subgroup of order 5 of CoreGðABBÞ is weakly s-supplemented in A and
B. In the case p ¼ 2, the following stronger version of Theorem 1 holds.
Theorem 3. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class of all
2-nilpotent groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of
the F-subgroups A and B. Suppose that every subgroup of order 2 and every cyclic
subgroup of order 4 of CoreGðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented in A and B. Then
GF is a 2 0-group.
It is not di‰cult to prove that the saturated formation of all 2-nilpotent
groups is closed under taking mutually permutable products. Hence Theorem 3
holds in this case without any restriction on the subgroups of order 2 and 4.
We have been unable to decide if the conclusion of Theorem 3 still holds
for any saturated formation containing the class of all 2-nilpotent groups if the
hypothesis on the subgroups of order 4 is removed.
However, if we demand permutability of the subgroups of order p with the
Sylow q-subgroups of A and B for all primes qA p, we can confirm that p does
not divide the order of GF.
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Theorem 4. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class of all
p-supersoluble groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product
of the F-subgroups A and B such that CoreGðABBÞ is p-soluble. Suppose that
every subgroup of order p and every cyclic subgroup of order 4 (if p ¼ 2) of
CoreGðABBÞ permute with every Sylow q-subgroup of A and every Sylow
q-subgroup of B, for each prime qA p. Then GF is a p 0-group.
To show how the above results can be used, we present some applications. The
first one can be considered as a global version of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. Let F be a saturated formation containing the class of all supersol-
uble groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of the
F-subgroups A and B. Suppose that for each prime p, every cyclic subgroup of
CoreGðABBÞ of order p and order 4 (if p ¼ 2) are permutable with every Sylow
q-subgroup of A and every Sylow q-subgroup of B, for each prime qA p. Then G is
an F-group.
Finally, we present applications of Theorems 3 and 4 to the situation where F
is the saturated formation of all p-soluble groups of p-length at most k.
Corollary 3. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of
two soluble subgroups A and B of 2-length at most k. If every subgroup of order p
and every cyclic subgroup of order 4 of CoreGðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented in
A and B, then G is a soluble group of 2-length at most k.
Corollary 4. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable product of
two p-soluble subgroups A and B of p-length at most k, p > 2. Suppose that every
subgroup of order p of CoreGðABBÞ is permutable with every Sylow q-subgroup of
A and every Sylow q-subgroup of B, for each prime qA p. Then G is a p-soluble
group of p-length at most k.
2. Proofs
The proofs of our results depend heavily of the following three lemmas. The first
two ones are particularly useful when an inductive argument involving subgroups
or quotients is applied.
Lemma 1 ([8, Lemma 2.10]). Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup of G.
(a) If HaK aG and H is weakly s-supplemented in G, then H is weakly
s-supplemented in K.
(b) If NaH and H is weakly s-supplemented in G, then H=N is weakly
s-supplemented in G=N.
(c) Suppose that E is a normal subgroup of G and ðjHj;EjÞ ¼ 1. Then H is
weakly s-supplemented in G if and only if HE=E is weakly s-supplemented
in G=E.
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Lemma 2 ([1, Lemma 4.1.10]). Let G be a group and let U and M be two sub-
groups of G and N a normal subgroup of G. If U and M are mutually permutable
subgroups of G, then UN=N and MN=N are mutually permutable subgroups of
G=N.
Our next lemma is an important result confirming that the saturated forma-
tions containing the class of all supersoluble groups are closed under taking mu-
tually permutable products with core-free intersection.
Lemma 3 ([1, Corollary 4.5.9]). Let F be a saturated formation containing the
class of all supersoluble groups. Let the group G ¼ AB be the mutually permutable
product of the F-subgroups A and B. If CoreGðABBÞ ¼ 1, then G a F.
The weakly s-supplementation of the subgroups of order p and cyclic sub-
groups of order 4 of a normal p-subgroup forces it to be contained in the super-
soluble hypercentre of the group.
Lemma 4 ([6, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3]). Let P be a normal p-subgroup of
G. Assume that every subgroup of P of order p and every cyclic subgroups of order
4 (if p ¼ 2) are weakly s-supplemented in G. Then every chief factor of G below P
is of order p.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the result is false and G is a minimal counter-
example. Let N ¼ CoreGðABBÞ. By Lemma 2, G=N is a mutually permut-
able product of the subgroups A=N and B=N. Since A=N and B=N are both
F-subgroups and CoreG=NðA=NBB=NÞ ¼ 1, it follows from Lemma 3 that
G=N a F. Hence GF  N.
Set G ¼ G=Op 0 ðNÞ and let A and B be the images of A and B in G. Then, by
Lemma 2, G is the mutually permutable product of the F-subgroups A and B,
Core
G
ðABBÞ is p-soluble, and every subgroup of order p and every cyclic sub-
group of order 4 (if p ¼ 2) of Core
G
ðABBÞ are weakly s-supplemented in G by
Lemma 1. This shows that G satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
Now suppose that Op 0 ðNÞA 1. We conclude by the minimality of G that
G=Op 0 ðGÞ a F. Note that G=Op 0 ðGÞGG=Op 0 ðGÞ, thus G=Op 0 ðGÞ a F, contrary
to the choice of G. Therefore Op 0 ðNÞ ¼ 1.
Let D ¼ OpðNÞ. Since N is p-soluble, it follows that CNðDÞ  D by [5,
Chapter 6, Theorem 3.2]. Applying Lemma 4, we have that every G-chief factor
below D is of order p. Let 1 ¼ D0 aD1 a   aDm ¼ D be part of a chief series
of G below D, and let E ¼
Tm
i¼1ðCNðDi=Di1ÞÞ. Clearly E is a normal subgroup
of N. Since jDi=Di1j ¼ p, N=CNðDi=Di1Þ is a cyclic group of exponent divid-
ing p 1. It follows that N=E is an abelian group with exponent dividing p 1.
By [5, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.2], E=CNðDÞ is a p-group. Since CNðDÞ is also a
p-group, it follows that E is a p-group. Consequently, E ¼ D is the unique Sylow
p-subgroup of N. This implies that every chief factor of G below N whose order
is divisible by p is of order p. By [9, Lemma 2.11], it follows that G=Op 0 ðGÞ a F.
This contradiction proves the theorem. r
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Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 1, every subgroup of prime order and
every cyclic subgroup of order 4 of CoreGðABBÞ is weakly s-supplemented
in CoreGðABBÞ. By [6, Theorem 3.5], CoreGðABBÞ is soluble so that it is
p-soluble for each prime p.
Fixed a prime p, let G be the class of all finite groups H such that HF is a
p 0-group. Since the class of all p 0-groups is a formation, we can apply [4, Chapter
IV, Theorems 1.8 and 3.13] to conclude that G is a saturated formation.
We argue that G contains all p-supersoluble groups. Let X be a p-supersoluble
group. Set X ¼ X=Op 0 ðX Þ. Since Op 0 ðX Þ ¼ 1, we can apply [1, Lemma 2.1.6]
to conclude that X has a normal Sylow subgroup, P say, such that X=P is abe-
lian. Therefore X is supersoluble and so X is an F-group. In particular,
X a G.
By Theorem 1, G=Op 0 ðGÞ a G. Hence ðG=Op 0 ðGÞÞ=ðOp 0 ðG=Op 0 ðGÞÞÞ a F.
Since Op 0 ðG=Op 0 ðGÞÞ ¼ 1, it follows that G=Op 0 ðGÞ a F.
Consequently, GF is a p 0-group for all primes p and thus G a F, as wanted.
r
Proof of Theorem 3. We suppose that the theorem is false and derive a con-
tradiction. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then, arguing as in The-
orem 1, O2 0 ðNÞ ¼ 1, where N ¼ CoreGðABBÞ. Moreover, since N is 2-nilpotent
by [6, Theorem 3.1], we conclude that N is a 2-group. Therefore N is contained in
the hypercentre of A and B by [6, Theorem 3.2]. In particular, N normalises all
Sylow subgroups of A and B. Hence N is contained in the hypercentre of G. By
[9, Lemma 2.11], it follows that G=O2 0 ðGÞ a F. This contradiction proves the
theorem. r
Proof of Theorem 4. We suppose that the theorem is false and derive a
contradiction. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then, arguing as
in Theorem 1, Op 0 ðNÞ ¼ 1, where N ¼ CoreGðABBÞ. Moreover, G=N a F by
Lemma 3 and if D ¼ OpðNÞ, we have that CNðDÞ  D by [5, Chapter 6, Theorem
3.2].
Assume that p ¼ 2. Then N is a 2-group because N is 2-nilpotent by [6,
Theorem 3.1]. In this case, every subgroup of order 2 and every cyclic subgroup
of order 4 of N are S-permutable in A and B. In particular, they are weakly
s-supplemented in A and B. By Theorem 3, GF is a 2 0-group. Therefore we may
assume that p > 2.
By [5, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.13], D possesses a characteristic subgroup X of
exponent p such that every nontrivial p 0-automorphism of D induces a nontrivial
automorphism of X . Since D is normal in G and X is characteristic in D, we have
that X is normal in G.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and let 1 ¼ X0 < X1 <    < Xm ¼ X be
a P-chief series of X . Clearly Xi=Xi1 is a cyclic group of order p for each
1 < iam. We use induction on i to show that Xi is normal in G, for each
1 < iam. Assume that Xi1 is normal in G and we want to prove that Xi is nor-
mal in G. Since jXi=Xi1j ¼ p and X is of exponent p, Xi has a cyclic subgroup of
order p, L say, such that Xi ¼ LXi1.
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Fixed a prime qA p, and let Q1 be a Sylow q-subgroup of A. Since A and B
are mutually permutable, it follows that Q1B is a subgroup of G. Let Q be a
Sylow q-subgroup of Q1B containing Q1 and let Q2 be a Sylow q-subgroup of B
containing QBB. Then Q ¼ Q1Q2 is a Sylow q-subgroup of G. By hypothesis,
LQ1 and LQ2 are subgroups of G. Since X is normal in G and L ¼ X BLQ1 ¼
X BLQ2, it follows that L is normalised by both Q1 and Q2. Hence L is normal
in LQ. Since Xi ¼ LXi1 and Xi1 is normal in G by induction, we have that Xi is
normalized by Q.
Consequently, jG : NGðXiÞj is a power of p. Since Xi is also normal in P, it
follows that Xi is normal in G, as desired.
Therefore, 1 ¼ X0 < X1 <    < Xm ¼ X is part of a G-chief series below X .
By [5, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.2], ð
Tm
i¼1ðCGðXi=Xi1ÞÞ=CGðXÞ is a p-group. Since
every nontrivial p 0-automorphism of D induces a nontrivial automorphism of X ,
we have that CGðX Þ=CGðDÞ is a p-group. Hence ð
Tm
i¼1ðCGðXi=Xi1ÞÞ=CGðDÞ is a
p-group. Since jXi=Xi1j ¼ p for each 1 < iam, G=ð
Tm
i¼1ðCGðXi=Xi1ÞÞÞ is an
abelian group of exponent dividing p 1. It follows that ð
Tm
i¼1ðCGðXi=Xi1ÞÞ=
CGðDÞ is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of G=CGðDÞ, and a Hall p 0-subgroup of
G=CGðDÞ is an abelian group of exponent dividing p 1.
Let H=K be any G-chief factor of G below D. Then G=CGðH=KÞ is a quotient
of G=CGðDÞ and thus G=CGðH=KÞ has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, and a Hall
p 0-subgroup of G=CGðH=KÞ is an abelian group of exponent dividing p 1. But
OpðH=KÞ ¼ 1 by [4, Chapter A, Lemma 13.6], and thus G=CGðH=KÞ is an abe-
lian group with exponent dividing p 1. Since H=K is an irreducible and faithful
G=CGðH=KÞ-module, it follows that jH=K j ¼ p by [4, Chapter B, Theorem 9.8].
We have proved that any G-chief factor below D is of order p. Now arguing
as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have that G=Op 0 ðGÞ a F. This contradicts the
choice of G.
The proof of the theorem is complete. r
Proof of Theorem 5. We first show that CoreGðABBÞ is 2-nilpotent. Assume
this is not true and let X be a minimal non-2-nilpotent subgroup of CoreGðABBÞ.
Then X ¼ PzQ, where P is the normal Sylow 2-subgroup of X of exponent at
most 4, and Q is a cyclic q-subgroup of X for some prime qA 2. Let x be any
element of P and let L ¼ 3x4. Then L is a cyclic subgroup of order 2 or 4. Let
K be a Sylow q-subgroup of A containing Q. Then LK is a subgroup of G and
thus LKBX ¼ LðKBXÞ ¼ LQ is a subgroup of G. Since L ¼ PBLQ and P is
normal in X , L is normalized by Q. Since the automorphism group of L is a
2-group, it follows that Q  CX ðLÞ ¼ CX ðxÞ. Consequently Q  CGðPÞ and X
is 2-nilpotent, contrary to the choice of X . Therefore, CoreGðABBÞ is 2-nilpotent
and hence it is soluble by the Feit–Thompson theorem.
Now we can apply the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2
together with Theorem 4 to conclude that G a F. r
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